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This paper considers the problem of zeroing the output of a linear system 
by state-variable f edback. Conditions are derived under which a zero output 
is maintained at zero, and any nonzero output is made to approach zero as 
t ~ oo. In addition, conditions are obtained under which the time response 
of the system output can be assigned an arbitrarily prescribed set of charac- 
teristic exponents. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The  problem of maintaining the output of a l inear system at zero has 
been discussed by several authors. An extensive discussion can be found in 
Si lverman and Payne (1971). A more general problem is formulated and 
solved here. Condit ions are derived under which any nonzero output can 
be made to approach zero, and a zero output is maintained at zero. These 
results have application to the problem of tracking command signals and 
rejecting disturbances. This  application will be discussed elsewhere. 
The  dynamic system under consideration is
40 = Ax(t) + Bu(t) t/> O, 
x(O) = ~o, (1) 
y(t) = Cx(t) t >~ O. 
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Here A : f ~ f ,  #2 : ok' ~ 2F, and C : ~ -~ ~/ are time-invariant linear 
maps; f ,  ~//, ~ are real, finite-dimensional linear vector spaces of the state, 
input and output vectors respectively, with dim f = n. 
The range of B is written N. The controllable space generated by a pair 
(A, B) is 
{A IN} = N + AN -k "'" + 2z/n-l~. 
The restriction of A to an A-invariant subspace V C ~L r is written A [ ~//~; 
a(A) denotes the complex spectrum of A, with any repeated eigenvalues 
listed according to multiplicity; ker C, the kernel (null space) of C, is denoted 
by rig'; and f x I is the Euclidean norm of x. 
A natural question is the following. When does there exist a mapF  : ~r _+ ~// 
such that, if u = Fx in (1), both the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) I f  y(0) ----- Cx o = 0, then y(t) = 0 for all t >~ 0. 
(b) I f  y(0) =/= 0, then for all x o ~ £r, y(t) --+ 0 as t ~ oo. 
Condition (a) holds if and only if (A + BF)J/" C JV'. In general a map F 
with this property does not exist; i.e., the maximal subspace of Jg" which is 
(A + BF)-invariant for some F is a proper subspace of ~4/'. Denote this sub- 
space by "f* .  The existence and uniqueness of ~K'*, and an algorithm for 
constructing ~* ,  have been established in Wonham and Morse (1970). For 
present purposes the maximality of ~/f* is immaterial, and it is reasonable 
to modify our initial problem to read. 
Given A, B and a subspace ~ C Y£ with the property that (A + BFo)2U C ~/" 
for some Fo, find conditions for the existence of a map F : Y£ --* ~ such that, 
with u = Fx in (1), the following requirements are satisfied: 
(a') I f  x o ~ ~//~, then x(t) ~ ~/" for all t >/O. 
(b') I f  x o ~ ~//~, then 
min{] x(t) --  z I : z E ~} --~ 0 as t --+ co. 
We proceed to solve the problem in the form just stated. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Denote by F(~/~) the class of maps F : £r __~ q/such that (A + BF)'#" C ~'.  
By assumption, F (~)  v~ ~.  Choose F o ~ F(3~) and write A o ~-- A + BF  o . 
Write a~ = ~./~//-; and let P : f -+  ~ be the canonical projection, ./i o the 
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map induced in ~ by _do, and 2 e a£ the coset of x mod f .  Thus 2 = Px 
and PA o = MoP. It is clear that condition (a') is satisfied provided 
u = (F o + F1P)x in (1), where F1 : o~_+ ~/ is  arbitrary. Consider next the 
stability condition (b'). For ~ -~ Px ~ ~ define (as usual) 
121 =min{tx - -z l : z~Y '} .  
Then (b') is equivalent to the condition that 2(0 --+ O(t --* oo) for all motions 
of the system 
d~/dt = (A o + PBYl)2. 
Thus our problem reduces to that of choosing ffl in such a way that 
z{ o + PBff  1 is stable, i.e., has all its eigenvalues in the open left half complex 
plane. Write B = PB. We see now that both (a') and (b') can be satisfied if 
and only if the pair (A0, B) is stabilizable. 
It is desirable to express the latter requirement as a condition on the given 
system maps A and B. For this, let ~(A) be the minimal polynomial (m.p.) 
of A. Write 
c~(A) = ~+(a)e,-(a), (2) 
where e~+ (resp. a-) has all its (complex) zeros in the closed right half (resp. 
open left half) complex plane. Following Wonham (1967), introduce the 
subspace of unstable modes of _d: 
~r+(A) = ker ~+(A) 
= {x : x c £c, o~+(A)x = 0}. (3) 
It is known (Wonham, 1967) that the pair (A, B) is stabilizable if and only if 
£e+(.d) C {_d ] ~}. We shall see that a relaxed version of this condition solves 
the problem at hand. 
PROPOSITION 1. The pair (A0, B) is stabilizable if and only if 
x+(A) c {A I ~} + v .  (4) 
We remark that condition (4) does not depend on the choice of F o ~ F(~K ") 
used to define A 0 . 
Proposition 1 will follow immediately from a slightly more general result 
which is no harder to establish. For this, let C denote the complex plane, 
and let C = C 1 v) C~, Cl c5 C 2 = ~,  be a partition of C into symmetric 
subsets; i.e., if ~ ~C1, its conjugate )t*~ C1-We think of C1 (resp. e2) as 
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the "good" (resp. "bad") subset of C; in the stability case, C, = {h: Re ~ < 0}. 
If A has m.p. a(h), let 
-(~) = ~1(~) ~#)  (Sa) 
be a factorization of a such that the complex zeros of ai belong to 
Ci (i = 1, 2); if a has no zeros in C i ,  put ~i(A) = 1. Clearly, g.c.d.[,,(h), 
~z(h)] ~ 1. Define 
Xi(A ) = ker ai(A ) 
= {x : x E W, c~(A)x = 0}. (5b) 
It is well known, and easily shown, that A~Yi(A)C f i (A )  (i = 1, 2), and 
~ f l (A )  @ ~r~(A). In the sequel, the foregoing notation and corresponding 
facts will be used freely. 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Let A have m.p. a(h), let Ci (i = 1, 2) be a partition of C into 
disjoint symmetric subsets, and define ~i , 9f i as in (5). Let ~/" C ~ have the 
property that F(~)  :/: ;3. Under these conditions, there exists a map F ~ F(~//~) 
such that 
~(A + BF) C C, 
if and only if 
.~,(A) c {A I~'} + ~.  
We remark that F(~/') =/: ;3 if and only if A~K" C ¢/" + ~ [see Wonham 
and Morse (1970, Lemma 3.2)]. 
It is clear that Proposition 1 follows at once. As a second corollary we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Under the conditions of the Theorem, let 
p = dim f --  dim ~f~. 
For every symmetric set A of p complex numbers there exists a map F ~ F(~//~) such 
that a(A + BF) = A, if and only if 
{Aid}  ~- ~ ~ ~r. 
3. PROOV OV THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. There exists a map F : ~ ~ ~ll such that a(A + BF) C C, if 
and only if 3Yz(A ) ¢ {A I ~). 
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Proof. A proof for the stability case was given in Wonham (1967) [see 
Wonham (1970) for correction of a misprint], and the general case is treated 
in exactly the same way. 
Lemma 1 can be paraphrased by saying that the "bad" eigenvalues of A 
can be converted to "good" eigenvalues using state feedback, if and only if 
the "bad" modes of A are controllable. 
Before stating Lemmas 2 and 3, we introduce the following assumptions 
and notation: 
C i : d : X -~ ~ has m.p. a(h); and 0~i0~), f i  ( i  = l, 2) are defined as in (5). 
C2: ~P~C£randASPC~/ ' .  
C 3 : P : f -+  f /~  is the canonical projection; 5~ = f /~F ;  
~ = (f~ + ~/~)/~f~ = PS~ (i = 1, 2); 
A is the map induced in X by A; and &()t) is the m.p. of A. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that conditions Ci-C ~ are satisfied. Then 
f l~  i C a~ i i ~ 1, 2 
I f  5 = ~152, where &i ] ai (i = l, 2), then &i is the m.p. of ~i [ 5~ i (i = 1, 2). 
Furthermore 
0~i = f i  ~ ker &i(//) i = 1, 2. 
Proof. 
Let 41 be the m.p. of -//[ 5~ i . Clearly, 4 i [ a i (i = l, 2). Since a l ,  a2 are 
coprime, so are 41 , 42 ; hence the m.p. of z{ is 4142 . Thus 
~142 = i --  i152 
and since &i [ ai ,  there results 4i ~ i i (i = 1, 2). Next 
= ker &(A) 
= ker ~I(A) @ ker ~e(A). 
Since ;~i C ker 5i(./i), the result follows. 
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Assume that conditions Cx-C 3 are satisfied and write B ---- PB. 
Now (7) implies 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, there exists a map ff which makes (6) true 
if and only if 
~ C {A I~}. (8) 
Proof. By (9) 
Sf 2 = PW 2 C P{A I ~7} --_ {~] ~}. 
Conversely, (8) yields 
Pf  ~ C {A [ ~} = P{A [ ~} 
so that W2 C {A [ N} + ~r. 
LEMMA 4. Let 50 C ~ have the property 
W~(A) + ASO + g~ C 5". 
Then for every map F : W --+ #l, 
YYdA + BF) C 5O. 
(A + BF)SO CA5O + ~ C 5 °. (11) 
Let Q : W ~ W/so be the canonical projection and let A be the map induced 
in W/SO by A; _~ is uniquely determined by the relation .~Q ~ QA. Thus 
from 
(A + BF)Q. = 9(A + B~) = 9A 
it follows that A + BF = A. By Lemma 2 (with ./i, P replaced by _d, Q) 
G(A + BF) = Yq(3)  = 9~dA)  = ~. 
(9) 
(10) 
LEMZVlA 3. 
There exists a map F : YE--~ oil such that 
a(X + B-~) C C1 (6) 
if and only if  
.~2 C {A I ,,,~} -l- "//'. (7) 
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Therefore a(A + BF) C C1 • Since 
a(A + BF) = a[(A + BF) [ SP] ~3 a(A + BF) 
there results 
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a(A + BF) t~ C2 C (r[(A + BF) I 5f] 
and therefore W2(A + BF) C 5C 
Proof of Theorem. Let 5 ~ ---- {A ]~} -}- ~f" and assume &e2(A ) C Sf. By 
Lemma 4, 
W2(A -t- BF) C {A I ~} + "K" = {A + BF [ ~} + ¢f 
for all F : W --~ ~. Choosing F0 e F(¢/') we have by Lemma 3 that for some 
a(A -t- BFo -]- BF1) C C 1 . (12) 
If F1 =/~IP, then F = Fo + FI~ F(~//-), and (•2) implies 
a(A + BF) C Cx, (13) 
as required. 
Conversely, if there existsF ~ F(~/') such that (13) is true, then by Lemma 3 
W2(A + BF) C {A + BF [ ~} + ¢/" = {A t ~} + Y/'. 
By Lemma 4, applied to A + BF and with S P as before, 
~G(A) = G[(A + BF) -- af] C {.4 X ~} + ~,  
as asserted. The proof is complete. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
On taking 3V" ~ ~/'* as defined in Section 1, the condition of Proposition 1
provides an effective criterion for solvability of the output control problem 
posed in Section 1. In this context, the theorem can be paraphrased by saying 
that "bad" exponents in the time response of output can be converted to 
"good" exponents by state feedback, if and only if the "bad" modes of A 
are spanned by the controllable space {A Z ~} plus the largest (A, B)-invariant 
643120/2-4 
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subspace "f'* which the output map annihilates. This condition is both con- 
structive and intuitively transparent. 
However, it must be borne in mind that in practice the numerical deter- 
mination of {A IN} and ¢/"* is subject to the hazards of ill-conditioning; 
furthermore, an inclusion relation of the type of (4) may be unstable with 
respect o small perturbations of data. Thus our result contributes only to 
the strictly algebraic theory of multivariable systems, and much remains to 
be done on questions of sensitivity and parametric stability. 
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